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About This Game

Brief Introduction：
--This Is A 2d Physical Game.

--You can help “Yun” to escape from Sumerian World by drawing a bridge across the cliff , a high-climbing stairs, a hammer to
break the door , etc.

--There are six levels namely “dreamland”,” forest”, “ice”, “city”, “mountain” and “last task”, and all together 43 scenes in this
game.

--The game duration is about 6-10 hours

Story：
A traveler called “Yun” picked up a gem on his way home. But just when he appreciating the fascinating gem, he was sucked in

to the “Sumerian World”. “Yun” has to overcome all the difficulties and ordeals, then he can go back to his world. An
adventures begins…
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Title: Sumeru
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
BigCheeseGames
Publisher:
BigCheeseGames
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp，Vista, 7

Processor: 1.6 GHz Intel Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256MB Video Memory, capable of OpenGL 2.0/DX9(Shader 2.0) support

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,German,Danish,Ukrainian,Russian,Bulgarian,Hungaria
n,Turkish,Greek,Norwegian,Czech,Polish,Swedish,Romanian,Finnish,Dutch,Portugues
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Having the best time driving this!!!!!!! Great rolling stock, great scenery and great detail + you get an extra u-bahn train.
Defenaitly buy it.. TOO short but so so HILARIOUS! x'D
. It's a *card* game. It was fun when I did play it.. Free and better snake games are online: http:\/\/slither.io\/
  You did make a game that I got a laugh out of though, mostly due to the computer requirements to play. So have a thumbs up,.
best 59 cents i spent in my life. Game is ok, but I finished it in under 3 hours, which is too short for the price in my book. It was
too easy for me also... Yes, I didn't get "perfect" on every map, but I got close enough that this didn't matter to my experience..
Suck my chode Epic games. Bought this game to play with my girlfriend. We both thoroghly enjoyed it, some of the puzzles had
us both thinking of soloutions for what seemed like hours but it was an entirely enjoyable experience. Only wish it was a bit
longer (Expansion maybe? wink wink nudge nudge). Great Puzzle game.. this game is pretty good, all in all i dont have many
complaints about it aside from wishing you didnt always have to config volume from only the main menu
it has lovely pixel art, fun game mechanics, fun boss battles, its just awesome, however the translation feels lacking and
awkward like someone used google translate but i wont complain
if you like touhou: GET IT
if you like metroidvania sort of games: GET IT
if you dont know what the heck touhou is: ...I STILL RECOMMEND!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
. I just got this route, and the first impression is pretty good. It's a lengthy route (180km) with speed limits up to 200km\/h. The
route has a similar set up as Hamburg-Hanover, but is slightly hilly. Quick Drive lets you run over the main line, which means
you're skipping any platforms that aren't directly adjacent to the main line. There's still plenty of stations to stop at. The route
includes large sections of 200km\/h line speed (unlike Hamburg-Hanover, where the sections are pretty short). Quick drive
allows you to start on Berlin, Ludwigsfelde, Wittenberg and Leipzig. There is some AI traffic on Quick Drive, but not a lot.

Only downside is that this route includes no locomotives other than the European Loco & Assets Pack. Several reviews mention
LZB not functioning. To clarify; LZB works fine on this line, but this DLC includes no locomotives that support LZB. I just did
a run with the BR120 (not included) and LZB works just fine.

So to fully enjoy this route, make sure you have a locomotive that supports LZB, AFB and can achieve 200km\/h.
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Space - The Return of the Pixxelfrazzer is a spectacular game.
I'm always happy when "one of those" games falls into my hands.
You know, the ones you start of without a clue of what you are doing but the game pully you in nonetheless and before you
know it it's morning and you didn't get any sleep.

This game defines itself through wonderful quirkiness.

One time when I was shooting at asteroids for money, one asteroid transformed into a monster and ate me.
Another time I was doing a quest, and when I was done the questobject suddenly killed me.

Space is never what you expect in this game, and I'm loving it.

Add to that the amount of detail besides having everything turn and eat you, and you realize this is a gem.

There's a "wiggle" upgrade in the game, which is supposed to make you bullets wiggle.
But, and I kid you not, the description text of said upgrade wiggles aswell.

It's the small things that make you wonder and smile, and it's doing that all the time.
I guess part of this comes by not explaining much besides the basics, so you're left with a universe of strangeness to figure out.

The controls are more on the simulation side of things in normal mode, but then there's that other mode that's great for dodging
and stuff.

tl;dr
Game is random
Game is fun
Graphics are retro, but with a lot of attention to detail
Music feels weird at first, but you grow to like it
Complete freedom - do whatever you want
Game takes you by the hand via tips flashing in every now and then
You can set the difficulty anytime
It has coop
There is a lot of things to see
You can freeze Planets.. They just keep making newer versions and don't even bother patching their old buggy software.
Despite having a high-end pc, it runs good but ends up crashing on me ALL THE TIME, especially when I'm working on a big
project.
FRUSTRATING TO SAY THE LEAST!. https://youtu.be/6K-r4T3GeAk

Vindicta seems to be a light, story driven, made for VR FPS that looks pretty good and for the most part feels pretty good too.

As of this review, Vindicta is an Early Access title and there are some EA hiccups. The trackpad locomotion has some quirks
which are easier to view in the linked video than to explain in text. Sliding your thumb in new directions doesn't always register
the new direction. This is the biggest issue with the game and hopefully they'll resolve it quickly.

Outside of the trackpad issues there were some positional audio quirks that are just a bit off. I could determine the direction
sound was coming from but it sounded far too close in a few instances. Not too big an issue but still something I hope gets fixed.

The only other issue that comes to mind is the two handed weapons don't seem to have the correct pivot points for both hands.
The pivot points seem to be sitting a foot or so forward of the hand they should be pivoting on.

So far these 3 are the only significant issues worth mentioning and they didn't really hinder the gameplay or fun factor of the
game. The trackpad issue was a bit frustrating but could be worked around. Extended use might be more frustrating but after
just 30 minutes I was still tolerant of it.
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The things I liked:

The tutorial. It was short, sweet and to the point. A concise tutorial that shows you exactly what you need to know without
wasting a lot of time is always welcome.

The voice acting was pretty good and reminded me a lot of Raw Data and how they deliver story pieces. Which isn't a bad thing.

Blowing up bots is just satisfying. Getting that positive feedback for getting head shots was a nice touch. At the end of the
mission we got a taste of more difficult bots which I like. Hoping for a higher difficulty level for the rest of the missions.

Multiple forms of locomotion. They opted for Walkie as the comfort option instead of teleport. There are two different Walkie
options, one where you're oriented by the HMD and the other where you're oriented by the controllers. And of course the
trackpad locomotion I used and commented on above.

I will say, there only appears to be 4 levels + a tutorial. That may be a bit steep of a price. I'm going to give it a thumbs up. Get
it while it's on sale or wait for a content update.. This game is not a good game. It's another side scrolling shooter that looks
awful and the gameplay isn't far off. It's way too easy and there's really no punishment for death because you have way too
many lives and you just respawn where you die. The power ups have this "level" system which sound interesting at first but then
you realize that all it does is a little more damage and nothing else new, and it caps out at level two. Another thing is that this is
just any other side scrolling shooter that you can find on places like Newgrounds for free but they charge you for this one. There
are no gimmics to set this game apart from those games and some Newgrounds games look and play better than this game and
they're free! tl;dr This game is bad, don't buy it.. Mediocre game while it worked. But now I can't even start it no matter what I
do.

2\/10. Locomotion perfectly scratches that puzzleing itch. Difficulty curve is just right, new elements are introduced gradually
and the combination of these elements is neatly done. Most puzzles have simple solutions but they are not always easy to find.
On top of that there are nice visuals and fitting music.

It took me about six hours to finish all 52 levels of the game. However, one to two hours of that went into three or four puzzles
that really had me dumbfounded.

All in all, Locomotion is a really well designed railway puzzler. Definite recommendation from me (even for 8,15 \u20ac).. This
game still needs work, kinda okay but gets boring quickly
5\/10 toxic 10 year olds
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